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zip Version Download Manuals Download for Mac DMCO Feature Extended.When a scan of a pack of tarot cards in a Parisian bookstore was found to feature the same inverted image of the Moon as the nude Venus being worshipped in a 17th-century painting by Caravaggio, it seemed to many observers a sign of how "astrology has become confused with astronomy." But the meaning of the tarotcard image was far more ancient. It has been suggested by historians that it is the same as the "sepulchral image of the Moon" that is painted on the wall of a "Gothic" burial chamber at the Ullevi burial ground, in an ancient Swedish cemetery near Gothenburg. The image of the raised hand and fingers painted on the wall was probably intended as a religious signal or prayer for the dead. The
suggestion of the link between the tarot card and the Swedish burial chamber comes from an article in the book, Tarot and Magic in Medieval Europe, by Richard Barber, an English scholar who has written a number of books about the cards. He has suggested that the link is most likely to date from the 13th century. The long-dead queen, Christine of Sweden, died in 1294. Her burial place is
believed to be Ullevi, which was originally used as a Viking burial ground. The tarot-card image is known as the "Hand of Mary," based on the figure of a kneeling female figure seen reaching forward in a gesture of benediction. The same image is found on a post-Caravaggio painting by Bartolomeo Berrecci, a Neapolitan artist who was associated with the circle of artist friends around Pietro da
Cortona in the mid-17th century. The practice of painting images on walls was common in the early Renaissance, when it was possible to build walls and ceilings from the inside out, using plaster and lime. The walls would be painted, and the pictures were then fixed to the wall, using small wooden pins or hooks. Many of these medieval frescos were destroyed in later centuries. But in the Italian
country of the 17th century, images of this kind were painted in the open air and were often found in the walls of alder forests. And this was the period when the "card-seeker" tarot was invented. It was first published in France, in
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